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rIse aBoVe the noIse

answers emerge through Integrated analyses
the complexity of biology continues to challenge researchers’ ability to find answers through omics 
approaches.1 While genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics are in wide use in  
both industry and academia, these experiments―performed alone―often lack the statistical power to 
uncover meaningful correlations amid the high levels of noise omics experiments typically generate. for 
example, “the millions of single-nucleotide variants (snvs) found in a typical genome-wide association 
study2 make it extremely difficult to identify which particular snvs are the true causes of disease.”1
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With analytical products across the four major omics—genomics, 
transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics—we are uniquely 
positioned among life science companies to enable integrated 
multi-omics approaches. and the latest version of our genespring 
bioinformatics software suite makes possible truly integrated, 
pathway-level analysis of primary data from any of our omics 
platforms, while also enabling incorporation of prior knowledge―
existing datasets, pathway maps, and interaction maps―for  
greater analytical power in multi-omics experiments. 

Here we discuss agilent’s solutions for integrated Biology and 
illustrate how leading researchers are using our technology to 
answer questions in cancer biology, infectious diseases, and 
systems toxicology. of course, integrated approaches are not 
limited to these fields but can be expanded to study the full range 
of biological systems including plants, humans, microbes and model 
and non-model organisms. to learn more about agilent’s vision of 
integrated Biology, continue reading, visit us on the web, or contact 
an agilent representative.

in a recent review discussing how to overcome this challenge, 
ideker, et al,1 identify two ways to increase signal-to-noise in 
omics studies: (1) incorporate prior knowledge about the biological 
system such as known interactions and pathways, and (2) integrate 
“complementary layers” of data from the genome, transcriptome, 
proteome, metabolome, and interactome. in their review, the authors 
highlight four studies that demonstrate how these types of integrated 
analyses are transforming our understanding of biology and leading 
to groundbreaking new insights. 

agilent solutions for integrated biology 

at agilent, we agree that integrated, multi-omics approaches  
are a powerful and important tool for biological researchers. We  
continue to support these types of approaches through our integrated  
Biology solutions, our integrated Biology grant program, and our 
commitment as a partner to open-source projects like cytoscape 
(www.cytoscape.org). 

the statistical power of omics experiments can be enhanced through bioinformatics methods that decrease noise through the use of (1) complementary datasets, and  
(2) incorporation of prior knowledge about the system (e.g., aggregating measurements from entities that belong to the same pathway). this results in an effective  
decrease in the false Discovery rate (fDr), at a given t statistic cutoff, or in the ability to relax such cutoff while maintaining the same fDr.
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omics experiments generate large numbers of measurements, and it 
is often difficult to determine which events correlate with a specific 
disease or phenotype. Building on the existing knowledge about 
a system can help identify the true correlates—the signal in the 
noise—and lay out the path for the next round of experiments that 
validate the initial findings. the work of arun sreekumar, phD, now 
at Baylor college of medicine, provides an elegant example of this 
pathway-driven process as he searched for biomarkers for pancreatic 
cancer (pancreatic duct adenocarcinoma, pDac).4 

a Faster, More reliable Journey From discovery to Pathway-driven Validation  

eMBrace Integrated aPProaches

the group’s work consisted of three phases:

•	 a	hypothesis-free	search	for	protein	signatures	that	correlate	 
with disease

•	 an	analysis	and	initial	validation	of	the	protein	signatures	via	
secondary methods, and 

•		validation	experiments	using	an	orthogonal	targeted	metabolomics	
approach, designed using existing knowledge about the biological 
pathways that the suspected proteins are involved in.

testing their hypothesis that nucleoside phosphorylase (np) is involved in pDac, sreekumar’s group identified seven metabolites that are either np 
substrates or products (1-7), and one distally upstream metabolite as a control (8).4  
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Phase 1: Proteomic profiling for discovery

looking at pancreatic juice samples from benign (n=7), pDac 
(n=16), and pre-cancerous tissues (carcinoma in situ (cis), n=2), 
sreekumar’s group looked for class-specific protein expression 
signatures—the set of proteins whose differential expression 
correlates with one of the three groups. after normalizing and 
analyzing the ms data using a two-sided t-test coupled to a false 
discovery rate (fDr) correction, the group identified 56 (out of 
431) proteins that are significantly upregulated in pDac (p≤0.05, 
fDr≤12%) when compared to benign samples.

Phase 2: Validating class-specific protein signatures

to ensure that the results from the proteomics experiment reflected 
true biological, disease-specific differences, sreekumar’s group 
assessed expression of a subset of their class-specific proteins using 
tissue microarrays and immunoblot analysis.

Phase 3: Protein biomarker verification through  
pathway-driven targeted metabolomics

after validating their protein expression data, sreekumar’s group 
selected a set of proteins for further validation, including purine 
nucleoside phosphorylase (np). np, a component of the purine 
salvage pathway, is extensively used by tumors to replenish their 
nucleotide pools. sreekumar’s group examined the purine metabolic 
pathway and identified seven metabolites that are either np 
substrates or products, and one metabolite distally upstream of 

Hierarchical clustering of the np metabolite panel allowed successful differentiation of benign and pDac samples.4

np. using a targeted lc/ms/ms metabolomics approach, they 
measured the levels of these metabolites and were able to construct 
a biomarker panel to differentiate between the two sample classes—
benign versus pDac—with high statistical confidence (p = 0.00025, 
one-sided fisher’s exact test).

the work of arun sreekumar illustrates one way to incorporate 
existing knowledge to identify meaningful correlations in omics 
studies. the key to singling out np as a biomarker lay in the use of 
existing knowledge of np’s function in specific cellular pathways. By 
examining the pathways np is involved in, sreekumar’s group was 
able to quickly formulate a round of validation experiments using a 
targeted, pathway-driven metabolomics approach. 

simpify with agilent genespring

agilent’s integrated Biology software (genespring-iB) simplifies 
this type of approach through the use of the pathway architect (pa) 
module. genespring-iB jointly processes the raw data from genomics, 
transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics studies—two 
omics at a time—and maps differentially expressed entities onto 
their corresponding pathway. this information gets passed to the 
pa, where users can intuitively explore, verify, and quickly find the 
biological pathways overrepresented in the joint analysis of their 
multi-omics datasets. 

integrating pre-existing data and using multi-omics approaches 
speeds the path from discovery and insight to validation and application.
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pandey’s group integrated data from two different omics technologies  
and two different conditions to reduce fDr and identify the most promising  
biomarker candidates.5

SFN treatment
KEAP1 knockdown
Overlap

6, 378
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TRANSCRIPTOMICS PROTEOMICS

122
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More efficient discovery

Integrate coMPleMentary oMIcs aPProaches

there are times when a single omics approach does not provide 
enough signal for statistically valid identification of a discrete set of 
target entities. However, integration of data from multiple omics can, 
in some cases, provide enough constraints to greatly reduce the 
fDr. the pa module of genespring allows either single omics 
analysis or joint analysis of multiple omics, increasing your ability 
to find reliable answers quickly and accurately. 

Joint analysis for more reliable results —a case study    
akhilesh pandey, mD, phD, Johns Hopkins university, and his group 
recently combined transcriptomic data with proteomic profiling to 
uncover the mechanism of action of sulforaphane (sfn), a potential 
chemopreventative for breast cancer, and to identify potential 
pharmacodynamic biomarkers.5

Kelch-like ecH-associated protein 1 (Keap1) is a known target 
of sfn. Binding of sfn to Keap1 inactivates Keap1’s inhibitory 
function, allowing induction of detoxification and antioxidant 
enzymes. pandey’s group examined both gene expression and protein 
expression in cells treated with sfn or in Keap1 knockdown cells. 
gene expression analysis resulted in 6,378 transcripts regulated by 
sfn and 1,710 transcripts regulated by Keap1 knockdown, with  
879 transcripts overlapping. 

from the proteomics experiments, sfn treatment resulted in 
detection of 96 upregulated proteins and 26 downregulated, 
compared to 50 upregulated and 76 downregulated in the Keap1 
knockdown. the overlap was 29 differentially regulated proteins.

When combining all four experiment types, pandey’s group was able 
to identify commonly affected pathways—xenobiotic metabolism and 
antioxidants, glutathione metabolism, carbohydrate metabolism, and  
naDH/naDpH regeneration—and a single family of proteins, the aldo– 
keto reductase family members—aKr1B10, aKr1c1, aKr1c2 and 
aKr1c3, as well as nQo1 and alDH3a1—that had both genes and 
proteins upregulated in both sfn-treated and Keap1 knockdown cells.

By assessing two different conditions using two different omics 
techniques, pandey’s group was able to reduce fDr and pare down 
the set of potential biomarkers from almost a thousand to only a 
handful of highly significant targets. 

pandey’s group had to manually analyze and integrate all of their 
data. With genespring-iB, joint analysis is easier and faster, enabling 
statistical, significant insights with less effort.
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AFFECTED PATHWAYS

EXPERIMENT A

ANALYSIS A

MAP ONTO
PATHWAY

EXPERIMENT B

ANALYSIS B

MAP ONTO
PATHWAY

INTEGRATE INFORMATION 
AFFECTED ON PATHWAYS

EXPERIMENT C

ANALYSIS C

MAP ONTO
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EXPERIMENT D

ANALYSIS D

MAP ONTO
PATHWAY

JOINT ANALYSIS, INTEGRATE

AFFECTED PATHWAYS

TRANSCRIPTOMICS/PROTEOMICS

MANUAL METHOD JOINT ANALYSIS
WITH AGILENT GENESPRING-IB

TRANSCRIPTOMICS/PROTEOMICS

agilent genespring-iB makes it easier to perform joint analysis of omics data. 
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researchers in Infectious diseases and toxicology embark on  
Multi-omics approaches 

Beyond cancer BIoMarKer dIscoVery  

integrated, multi-omics approaches are powerful tools for 
understanding complex biological systems, helping researchers 
find meaningful signals amid the background noise from cellular 
processes. as the tools for integrating omics become easier to use, 
researchers from every field are increasingly turning to integrated 
studies to find answers.

systems toxicology

We’re also helping russell thomas, phD, the Hamner institutes for 
Health sciences, add proteomics and metabolomics approaches to 
his transcriptomics studies of pathways involved in toxicology.6 Both 
european and us governments have recently developed initiatives  
to drastically increase the number of compounds routinely screened 

for toxicity.7 these policies challenge the throughput of current 
toxicological testing methods and require the use of a prohibitive 
number of animals. toxicologists like russell thomas and thomas 
Hartung, mD, phD, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg school of public 
Health, are developing integrated testing and multi-omics approaches 
to identify biomarkers for toxicity that can be used in in vitro, cell-
based tests. not only will these tests allow high-throughput screening 
of compounds for toxic effects, they are expected to provide more 
accurate assessment of toxicity in humans than current animal- 
based approaches.

“…[omics] technologies not only allow researchers to ‘fish’ for new biological markers of specific  
toxic effects but also increasingly allow the deduction of patterns (or signatures) that are characteristic 
of certain toxic effects. By also harnessing advances in bioinformatics and in silico modelling, this 
information can be mined and then integrated with knowledge from other areas of the life sciences.”7

 thoMas hartung, Md, Phd, BloomBerg scHool of puBlic HealtH,  
JoHns HopKins university, Baltimore, marylanD, usa
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combined analysis of genomics and metabolomics data using agilent genespring 12.0 – mpp.  (a) selenium pathway and (B) expanded detail highlighting some of  
the differentially expressed metabolites and genes (yellow squares) in the pathway. (c) legend showing the color settings for the pathway view and the heatstrip.9

Infectious disease research

agilent is supporting noted tuberculosis researcher Kyu rhee, mD, 
phD, Weill cornell medical college, as he adds transcriptomics 
analysis to his metabolomics approaches.8 rhee and colleagues have 
already used both targeted and discovery metabolomics approaches 
to uncover novel ways that m. tuberculosis metabolizes different 
carbon sources—unlike other bacteria, m. tuberculosis can utilize 
multiple carbon sources at the same time, suggesting that drugs that 
target a single metabolic pathway will not be completely effective.  
By combining transcriptomics approaches with metabolomics, 
rhee and colleagues hope to learn more about the biology of this 
re-emerging infectious disease, informing the development of new, 
more effective therapeutics.

Implementing multi-omics studies 

With our expert application scientists, product lines in all the  
major omics, and genespring-iB software to integrate and analyze 
multi-omics data, agilent can help researchers expand into multi-
omics projects.
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at the heart of agilent’s integrated Biology offering is the genespring 
Bioinformatics software suite. through fully integrated modules for 
analyzing genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics, 
genespring provides intuitive, easy-to-use statistical analyses and 
biological contextualizationof single omics studies. combined with 
extensive visualization capabilities and robust data management 
architecture, genespring acts as a central analytical resource. it’s also 
easily customizable through r and Jython scripting. cited over 13,000 
times, researchers around the world have been using genespring to 
gain deeper insight into their data. 

agilent genespring’s Pathway architect Module enables Integrated Biology

FInd deePer InsIght

addition of the pathway architect (pa) module to genespring allows 
multi-omics integration—genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, 
and metabolomics data can be jointly analyzed to increase statistical 
power and to facilitate the move from hypothesis-free to hypothesis-
driven studies, as in arun sreekumar’s (p. 6) and akhilesh pandey’s 
(p. 8) work. the pa module builds upon the biological analysis from 
any of the omics-level modules, and leverages the expertise of the 
larger biological community through seamless incorporation of the 
Wikipathways resource. primary data analysis from single or multi-
omics experiments can be used to identify pathways involved in the 
process under study—such as cellular state, disease progression, 
or toxicity—and because the pa module is fully integrated, these 
studies easily transition from discovery to design of the validation 
round of experiments. 

agilent genespring is a powerful, widely cited tool for omics data analysis.
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HYPOTHESIS-FREE 

DISCOVERY VALIDATION

Design Experiment
Data Acquisition

Data Analysis
Build Model

EXPERIMENTATION

 HYPOTHESIS-DRIVEN

agilent supports and integrates single and multi-omics experiments, simplifying  
the researcher’s cyclical journey between hypothesis-free discovery and  
pathway/hypothesis-driven validation.  

the flexibility of the pa module allows researchers to use multiple 
methods for identifying relevant biological pathways:

• use the preloaded Wikipathways, a resource that is continuously
curated by the biological research community

• use built-in natural language processing-based (nlp) algorithms
and medical subject heading (mesH) terms across pubmed,
meDline, and proprietary sources to identify new networks

• upload custom pathway information from nearly any source

• Build pathways from primary data using neural network analysis

• automatically translate pathway identifiers between measurement
platforms, annotation sources, and different organisms

• transfer data between genespring and ingenuity pathways
analysis (ipa)

• export data from genespring to thomson reuters’ genego
metacore analysis suite

agilent supports your multi-omics integrated Biology projects at  
every step, from data acquisition to data analysis and visualization. 
our powerful genespring-iB software platform, configurable with  
the ngs, gX, mpp, and pa modules, performs statistical and pathway 
analyses, and, unique among omics software tools, can jointly analyze 
your raw omics data, increasing signal-to-noise. agilent’s solutions for 
integrated Biology take you from question to insight quickly  
and confidently.

the agilent genespring suite of Bioinformatics software tools is highly modular and configurable. combine different single omics modules for integrated analysis. 

PATHWAY ARCHITECT

 GeneSpring-PA is a stand-alone 
tool for pathway annotation and  
data integration.   

GeneSpring-NGS manages 
SureSelect Target Enrichment, 
and data from RNA-seq and 
DNA-seq experiments. 

 GeneSpring-GX analyzes 
microarray data from 
genotyping, gene expression, 
and miRNA arrays. 

GeneSpring-MPP processes 
mass spectrometry data for 
both proteomics and 
metabolomics studies.   
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Proteomics—Qualitative and quantitative determination of protein 
expression and modification, usually using mass spectrometry 
agilent offers a portfolio of lC/Ms instruments for both discovery 
and targeted proteomics.

Metabolomics—Following changes in the identity and levels of metabolites 
in a sample 
agilent offers a portfolio of lC/Ms and gC/Ms  instruments for both 
discovery and targeted metabolomics.

glossary oF oMIcs

transcriptomics—Measuring gene expression levels and uncovering 
differential expression of mrna and mirna 
agilent offers a number of systems, reagents, and consumables, 
including microarrays and microarray platforms.

genomics—obtaining dna sequence information and assessing genetic 
variation at the dna sequence and genomic architecture levels 
agilent offers a wide range of systems, reagents, and consumables, including 
Cgh and CnV microarray platforms, PCR and qPCR systems, and sureselect  
target enrichment reagents for next-gen sequencing.
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agIlent’s coMMItMent to Integrated BIology

integrated approaches to biology are powerful ways to address 
important questions in basic and applied biological research.  
they increase the statistical power of your data—providing higher 
signal-to-noise ratios—and let you see farther by standing on the 
shoulders of the researchers who’ve gone before. to learn more 
about integrated Biology at agilent visit agilent.com,4 or speak  
with an agilent representative.

Forging a Path Into the Future  
omics technologies have matured and researchers are now beginning 
to extract even more information from omics data through integrated  
approaches. at agilent, we are not only committed to helping 
researchers begin their own journeys of integrated, multi-omic discovery, 
we are committed to moving the field of integrated Biology forward.

We are a major supporter of cytoscape, an open-source platform  
for visualization and analysis of complex networks. through funding 
and collaboration, we help ensure that the entire research community 
retains free and open access to this invaluable research tool.

We have also awarded our first sets of grants to fund development 
of open-source software tools that enable integrated approaches. 
congratulations to peter J. park, Harvard university, and michael 
J. maccoss, university of Washington. please visit our emerging 
insights grants pages for more information on park and maccoss, and 
updates on new grant programs.9
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